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MECHANICAL LINKAGES BETWEEN MOVING MACHINE PARTS

[0001] This invention relates to a mechanical linkage designed to act between relatively

rotating machine parts for example the frame of a bicycle and a stem that supports the

handlebars and front wheel fork. More particularly, the invention concerns a con

trolling mechanism fixed relative to one of the machine parts and a controlled

mechanism fixed relative to the other machine part. In the aforementioned example of

a bicycle, the "controlling mechanism" usually includes some form of lever whilst the

"controlled mechanism" is usually a brake or gear.

[0002] Because the front wheel of a bicycle needs to swivel relative to the frame, the

linkage must accommodate this swivelling movement. Patent specification US4653768

describes one way in which this can be done for a single rear brake by employing a

rotating bearing surrounding a steering stem of the bicycle. This allows unlimited

rotation of the handlebars. A problem with this technique is that it does not provide for

the possibility of using two or more controls e.g. for a rear brake and gear, or a rear

brake and two gears. Furthermore, ingress of dirt or other unwanted material between

the bearing surfaces may cause the bearing to jam, resulting in unintentional operation

of the rear brake.

[0003] According to the invention there is provided a control device for a machine having

a first and second machine parts pivoted about an axis with respect to each other, the

control device comprising a mechanical linkage designed to act between a controlling

mechanism fixed relative to the first part and a controlled mechanism fixed relative to

the second part, the linkage comprising a bearing having two parts relatively rotatable

about the axis and connected respectively to the controlling and controlled mechanisms

characterised by means for restricting rotation relative to the first machine part of a

first bearing part connected to the controlling mechanism, and means for restricting

rotation relative to the second machine part of a second bearing part connected to the

controlled mechanism.

[0004] By restricting rotation of the bearing parts relative to the respective machine parts in

this way it becomes more difficult or impossible for the bearing to jam because its two

parts are constrained to rotate with the corresponding relative rotation of the two

machine parts.

[0005] The undesired rotation of the bearing parts relative to their corresponding machine

parts can be avoided by the use of guides having axially directed slots that receive cor

responding pins on the bearing parts. The location of the pins in these slots allows axial



movement of the bearing whilst ensuring that they rotate respectively with the steering

stem and the frame. The result is that there is no flexing of Bowden cables or

equivalent linkages, which flexing would otherwise tend to interfere with the smooth

operation of the device. Also, if any grit were to find its way between the two parts,

they are nevertheless forced to rotate relative to each other thus avoiding seizing of the

bearing.

[0006] In one construction in accordance with the invention the guides are formed by co

axial cylinders, one within the other, and defining a channel of annular cross-section

between them. By employing more than two such cylinders it becomes possible to

define more than one such guide channel for receiving respective bearings. This makes

it possible to control two or more different mechanisms such as brake and gears. These

cylinders can all be located within the head tube of the bicycle, this feature making for

a particularly neat configuration.

[0007] One way in which the invention may be performed will now be described by way of

example with reference to the accompanying drawings in which:-

[0008] Fig 1 is a perspective view of the head tube of a bicycle having a control device

constructed in accordance with the invention, showing parts of the front wheel fork and

stem;

[0009] Fig 2 is a perspective view of internal parts of the head tube of Fig 1 shown partly

as an cross-section down the axis X - X and through the line II - II of Fig 1;

[0010] Fig 3 is a plan view of the components shown in Fig 2 with its top bearing support

removed to reveal internal support cylinders, other internal components being not

shown in this drawing;

[001 1] Fig 4 is a perspective view of just the internal support cylinders of Fig 3; and

[0012] Fig 5 is a detailed axial cross-section through one of the linkage bearings visible in

less detail on Fig 2.

[0013] Referring first to Fig 1, the illustrated bicycle comprises a frame 1 including a head

tube 2 carrying an upper main bearing assembly 2A and a lower main bearing

assembly 2B. A steering stem 3 passes through the head tube and rotates in these main

bearings about an axis X - X. The stem 3 carries a front wheel fork 4 and handlebars

(not shown).

[0014] A rear brake linkage comprises a manual control (not shown) mounted on the

handlebars and connected to an upper Bowden cable 7A. This is linked via a linkage

bearing to be described later, to a lower Bowden cable 7B which leads to a rear brake

mechanism of the bicycle.

[0015] A gear linkage comprises a manual control (not shown) also mounted on the

handlebars and connected to an upper Bowden cable 6A. This is linked via a linkage

bearing to be described later, to a lower Bowden cable 6B which leads to a gear



mechanism.

[0016] A second gear linkage comprises a manual control (not shown) also mounted on the

handlebars and connected to an upper Bowden cable 5A. This is linked via a linkage

bearing to be described later, to a lower Bowden cable 5B which leads to a second gear

mechanism.

[0017] Referring now to Figs 2, 3 and 4, the upper main bearing 2A has a part 2D which

receives the upper Bowden cables 5A, 6A and 7A and has a conical central opening by

which it is clamped to the stem 3 (not shown in Fig 2) by a compression fitting, also

not shown. A lower conical casing 2E of the head tube receives the lower Bowden

cables 5B, 6B, and 7B (6B not shown). The parts 2D and 2E are formed with circular

grooves 2F, lips 2G and recesses 2H which serve to locate, co-axially with respect to

the head tube, four cylindrical guides 8, 9 and 10 and 11 of progressively increasing

diameter. The guides 8 and 10 are fixed relative to the part 2D and therefore rotate

with the handlebars, whilst the guides 9 and 11 are fixed relative to the part 2E and

therefore relative to the head tube and frame of the bicycle. The guide 11 fits snugly

within the head tube 2, the latter being not shown in Fig 2.

[0018] The cylindrical supports 8, 9, 10 and 11 define, between them, three vertical

channels 12, 13 and 14 of annular cross-section in which are guided three axial annular

ball bearings 15, 16 and 17. The bearings 15, 16 and 17 all have the same axial

position when mid-way between their extremes of movement. Fig 2 shows the bearing

16 lower than the others as a result of operation of one or more of the controls. These

bearings are all designed to transmit mainly axial forces.

[0019] Figure 5 illustrates, by way of example, the bearing 15, the other bearings being

similar except for their diameter. This bearing 15 has an upper ring 15A attached to the

cable 7A and having its outer cylindrical surface formed with a recess into which fits a

ball race 15B. The parts 15A and 15B have bores and are locked together by three roll

pins 15C that pass through these bores to form a top part of the bearing. The bearing

also has a lower ring 15D which is attached to cable 7B and has its inner surface

formed with a recess into which fits a ball race 15E. The parts 15D and 15E are locked

together by three roll pins 15F to form a bottom part of the bearing. Balls 15G are held

between the races 15B and 15E and a washer 15H fits between the top and bottom

parts 15B and 15D to transmit compression forces through the bearing.

[0020] The roll pins 15C project inwardly, from an inner surface of the ring 15A, into three

respective slots 8A in the guide cylinder 8. Because the guide cylinder 8 is fixed in

relation to the handlebars, this ensures that the top half of the bearing 15, comprising

parts 15A and 15B, rotates with the handlebars and does not snag in the space 12.

[0021] The roll pins 15F project outwardly, from an outer surface of the ring 15D, into

three respective slots 9A in the guide cylinder 9. Because the guide cylinder 9 is fixed



in relation to the frame, this ensures that the bottom half of the bearing 15, comprising

parts 15D and 15E does not rotate relative to the frame and does not snag in the space

12.

[0022] The construction of bearings 16 and 17 and the method by which they are guided in

spaces 13 and 14 without snagging is similar to that of bearing 15. The only dif

ferences are the diameters of the bearings and the selection of which roll pins project

inwardly and outwardly, this always being selected so that the lower bearing part

(connected to the brake or gear to be controlled) has its pins projecting into the slots of

a cylinder fixed relative to the frame whilst the upper bearing part (connected to the

manually manipulatable control mechanism) has its pins projecting into the slots of a

cylinder fixed relative to the steering stem. It will be noted that, whilst the inner and

outer cylinders 8 and 11 require only three slots to receive pins of the lower and upper

parts of bearings 15 and 17 respectively, the intermediate cylinder 9 requires six slots

to guide the lower parts of bearings 15 and 16; and the intermediate cylinder 10

likewise requires six slots to guide the upper parts of bearings 16 and 17.

[0023] In operation, when tension is applied to the brake cable 7A the bearing part 15A is

lifted, being guided by the walls of the channel 12 and by the action of the pins 15C

within corresponding slots 8A which allows axial movement whilst constraining the

part 15A to rotate with the handlebars even if any grit or other unwanted material or in

fluences is/are present that would otherwise interfere with the frictionless rotation of

the part 15. Expressed another way, rotation of the part 15A with respect to the

handlebars is prevented by the slots 8A. Because of this action there is no flexing of

the Bowden cable 7A during the rotation of the handlebars, which flexing might

otherwise have the effect of applying forces liable to cause canting of the bearing 15

and consequential jamming or snagging of the bearing 15 in the channel 12. It also

avoids inadvertent operation of the brake.

[0024] Upward movement of the bearing parts 15A and 15B cause the parts 15E and 15D

also to rise within the channel 12, tensioning the Bowden cable 7B and thereby

operating the rear brakes. The action of the pins 15F in the slots 9A prevents the part

15D from rotating relative to the frame even if any grit or other unwanted material or

influences is/are present that would otherwise interfere with the frictionless rotation of

the part 15D. Because of this action there is no flexing of the Bowden cable 7B during

the rotation of the handlebars, which flexing might otherwise have the effect of

applying forces liable to cause canting of the bearing and consequential jamming or

snagging of the bearing in the channel 12. This action also prevents the risk that

turning of the handlebars might inadvertently operate the brake.

[0025] Operation of both sets of gears follows the same principles as described for the rear

brake system.



[0026] The use of the concentric guide cylinders makes it possible to employ two or more

bearings located one within the other in a compact configuration that will fit within the

head tube and allows 360 degree rotation and more of the steering column whilst

ensuring that reliable smooth independent operation of the controls can take place

without risk of the bearings jamming even in the presence of grit or dirt. Because

flexing of the cables does not occur it is possible in alternative constructions to employ

non-flexible couplings that may include mechanical, electro-mechanical, hydraulic or

pneumatic components, in place of the Bowden cables.

[0027] Although the invention has been particularly described in relation to a bicycle, the

same principles can equally well be used in other machines, including robotic and agri

cultural machines where more than one mechanical control linkage is required to pass

between two relatively rotating parts.



Claims
[0001] A control device for a machine having a first and second machine parts pivoted

about an axis with respect to each other, the control device comprising a

mechanical linkage designed to act between a controlling mechanism fixed

relative to the first part and a controlled mechanism fixed relative to the second

part, the linkage comprising a bearing having two parts relatively rotatable about

the axis and connected respectively to the controlling and controlled mechanisms

characterised by means for restricting rotation relative to the first machine part

of a first bearing part connected to the controlling mechanism, and means for re

stricting rotation relative to the second machine part of a second bearing part

connected to the controlled mechanism.

[0002] A control device according to Claim 1 characterised in that the machine is a

bicycle, the first machine part includes a front wheel support of the bicycle, and

the second machine part includes a frame of the bicycle.

[0003] A control device according to Claim 1 or 2 characterised in that each bearing part

has a projection and in that the device includes: a first guide having a slot which

receives the projection of the first bearing part for restricting rotation thereof

relative to the first machine part; and a second guide having a slot which receives

the projection of the second bearing part for restricting rotation thereof relative to

the second machine part.

[0004] A bicycle control device according to Claim 1 or 2 characterised in that the

guides are defined by cylindrical members co-axial with respect to the afore

mentioned axis.

[0005] A bicycle control according to any preceding Claim characterised by at least one

second bearing having two parts relatively rotatable about the axis and connected

respectively to the controlling and controlled mechanisms; means for restricting

rotation relative to the first machine part of a first bearing part of the second

bearing connected to the controlling mechanism, and means for restricting

rotation relative to the second machine part of a second bearing part of the

second bearing connected to second machine part; the bearings being located at

different radial distances from the axis.

[0006] A bicycle according to Claim 4 when dependent on Claim 3 characterised in that

the cylindrical members define channels between them in which the bearings are

guided for axial movement.

[0007] A bicycle according to Claim 5 characterised in that the or each cylindrical

member, not being the innermost or outermost, has at least two slots receiving

projections on bearings located respectively inside and outside that cylindrical



member.

[0008] A bicycle control according to any preceding claim characterised in that the or

each bearing defines an annulus surrounding the said axis.

[0009] A bicycle control device according to Claim 2, or any of Claims 3 to 8 when

dependent on Claim 2, characterised in that the or each bearing is/are enclosed

within a head tube of the bicycle in which a steering stem is rotatably mounted.

[0010] A control device according to Claim 2 or 9, or any of Claims 3 to 8 when

dependent on Claim 2, characterised in that the controlled mechanism(s) is/are

are one or more rear brakes and/or gears.

[0011]



AMENDED CLAIMS

received by the International Bureau on 19 January 2009 (19.01.2009) .

1. A control device for a machine having first (3, 4) and second (1, 2) machine

parts pivoted about an axis (X) with respect to each other, the control device

comprising a mechanical linkage (7A, 15, 7B) designed to act between a controlling

mechanism fixed relative to the first part and controlled mechanism fixed relative to

the second part, the linkage comprising a bearing ( 15) having two parts (15A,B,C &

15D,E,F) relatively rotatable about the axis (X) and adapted to be connected

respectively to the controlling and controlled mechanisms characterised by in that

each bearing part (15A,B,C and 15DJ ϊ ,F) has a projection (15C or 15F) and in that

the device includes: a first guide (8) adapted to be fixed relative to the first machine

part (3, 4) and having a slot (SA) which receives the projection ( 15C) of the first

bearing part for restricting rotation thereof relative to the first guide (8); and a second

guide (9) adapted to be fixed relative to the second machine part ( 1 , 2) and having a

slot (9A) which receives the projection ( 15F) of the second bearing part for restricting

rotation thereof relative to the second guide (9).

2. A control device according to Claim I characterised in that the guides (8, 9)

are defined by cylindrical members co-axial with respect to the aforementioned axis

(X)-

3. A control device according to Claim 2 characterised in that the cylindrical

members define a channel (12) between them in which the bearing is guided for axial

movement,

4. A control device according to any preceding Claim characterised by at least

one further bearing (16) having two parts relatively rotatable about the axis (x) and

connected respectively to further controlling and controlled mechanisms; means for

restricting rotation relative to the first machine part of a first bearing part of the said

further bearing connected to the said further controlling mechanism, and means for



restricting rotation relative to the second machine part of a second bearing part of the

further bearing connected to second machine part; the bearings ( 15 16) being located

at different radial distances from the axis.

5. A control device according to Claim 4 characterised by at least three

cylindrical members (8, 9, 10) defining channels (12, 13) for respective bearings (15,

16) and wherein a cylindrical member (9), not being the innermost or outermost, has

at least two slots (9A) receiving projections on bearings located respectively inside

and outside that cylindrical member (9).

6. A control device according to any preceding claim characterised in that the or

each bearing ( 15, 16, 17) defines a annulus surrounding the said axis (X).

7. A bicycle characterised by a control device according to any preceding Claim

where the first machine part includes a front wheel support of the bicycle, and the

second machine part includes a frame of the bicycle.

8. A bicycle according to Claim 7 characterised in that the or each bearing is/are

enclosed within a head tube of the bicycle in which a steering stem is rotatably

mounted,

9 A bicycle according to Claim 7 or S, characterised in thai the controlled

mechanisrn(s) is/are are one or more rear brakes and/or gears.
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STATEMENT UNDER ARTICLE 19 (1)

The amendment to Claim 1 introduces, as essential integers, reference to a projection on
each bearing part which is received by a slot in a corresponding guide to restrict rotation.
This feature, which was the subject of original Claim 3, is not disclosed in the cited
documents. Original Claim 3 is acknowledged in the Written Opinion as having novelty and
inventive step. Therefore, the new Claim 1 has both novelty and inventive step.

Reference signs have been included in the Claims in response to paragraph 5 of the Written
Opinion.

In connection with paragraph 6 of the Written Opinion, new Claims 1 to 6 have been
carefully phrased to cover a control device supplied separately from the bicycle to be
controlled. New Claims 7, 8 and on the contrary are limited to a bicycle including a control
device. This avoids any lack of clarity.

In connection with paragraph 7 of the Written Opinion, the new Claim 1 specifies that the
control device is designed to act between controlling and controlled mechanisms of a
machine (the machine itself not being an integer of the Claim) and it refers to guides that are
adapted to be fixed relative to relatively rotatable machine parts. Claim 1 does not say that
the control device is connected to the controlling and controlled mechanisms nor does it say
that the guides are fixed to the rotatable machine parts. The wording of new Claim 1 should
be allowable in accordance with Guideline 5.37, which acknowledges the allowability of
terms such as "connectable" but not of "connected."

The wording of Paragraph 8 of the Written Opinion appears to be incomplete and is not
understood. The controlling mechanism referred to in Claim 1 is embodied as any of the
three manual controls referred to in the description (paragraphs 14, 15 and 16) which are
used for controlling the brakes and gears. It is believed that the amendments to Claiml
clearly overcome the objections raised in paragraphs 9 and 10.
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